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In recent years, a strong reduction of plasma turbulence in the presence of energetic particles
has been reported in a number of magnetic confinement experiments and corresponding gyrokinetic
simulations. While highly relevant to performance predictions for burning plasmas, an explanation
for this primarily nonlinear effect has remained elusive so far. A thorough analysis finds that
linearly marginally stable energetic particle driven modes are excited nonlinearly, depleting the
energy content of the turbulence and acting as an additional catalyst for energy transfer to zonal
modes (the dominant turbulence saturation channel). Respective signatures are found in a number
of simulations for different JET and ASDEX Upgrade discharges with reduced transport levels
attributed to energetic ion effects.
PACS numbers: 52.65.Tt,52.35.Mw,52.35.Ra,52.35.Bj

Introduction.
Being an almost ubiquitous phenomenon, turbulence with its highly stochastic and nonlinear character is a subject of active research in various fields. In magnetically confined plasma physics, it
is of particular interest since it largely determines the
radial heat and particle transport and thus the overall
confinement. Any insight on possible reductions of the
underlying micro-instabilities and/or on modifications of
their nonlinear saturation mechanisms can be considered
crucial on the way to self-sustained fusion power plants.
A particularly interesting example is the recent experimental and numerical evidence suggesting a link between the presence of fast ions and substantial improvement of energy confinement in predominantly ITG (iontemperature-gradient) driven turbulence [1–5]. Dedicated theoretical studies have already identified a number
of possible energetic ion effects on plasma turbulence like
dilution of the main ion species [1], Shafranov shift stabilization [6] and resonance interaction with bulk species
micro-instabilities in certain plasma regimes [7, 8]. They
furthermore contribute to the total plasma pressure and
increase the kinetic-to-magnetic pressure ratio, β, which
is a measure for the relevance of electromagnetic fluctuations, known to stabilize ITG modes. Such behaviour
could indeed be confirmed in simulations [4, 9, 10] of
JET hybrid discharges [11, 12] with substantial fast ion
effects that, however, also identified an upper limit for
this beneficial fast-ion-pressure effect. If the total plasma
pressure exceeds a critical value, kinetic ballooning or
Alfvénic ITG modes with smaller toroidal mode numbers
and frequencies higher than the ITG modes are destabilized which increase particle/heat fluxes [13]. Although a
possible relevance of the proximity to the onset of these
modes has been noted [4, 9], their role was not investigated in more detail. All of these effects mainly affect
the linear growth of the underlying micro-instability. A
satisfactory explanation for the particularly strong nonlinear reduction in electromagnetic flux-tube simulations
with fast ions [5, 10] still represents an outstanding issue.

A substantially stronger nonlinear transport reduction
compared to linear simulations is also found in electromagnetic studies without fast ions. Here, a theoretical
model [14] has recently been proposed which suggests
that electromagnetic fluctuations strengthen the nonlinear interaction between a large variety of unspecified stable and unstable modes with zonal flows (ZF) by increasing the so-called triplet correlation time. The further enhancement of this effect by fast ions was, however, not
covered. This letter is therefore dedicated to fill the missing gaps and to provide - for the first time - a consistent
picture of the nonlinear impact of fast ions on plasma turbulence. A new approach based on a frequency-spectral
decomposition of the free-energy balance reveals that a
central role is played by the nonlinear excitation of subdominant, energetic particle (EP) induced modes in regulating the turbulent energy.
Similarity of different discharges. A common picture emerges from the analysis of a number of different scenarios where improved ion-energy confinement
was attributed to nonlinear electromagnetic EP effects
[4, 5, 10, 15]. To provide corresponding evidence, three
different examples – the JET (Carbon-Wall) L-mode discharge #73224 with both NBI and ICRH minority heating [5], the AUG H-mode discharge #31563 with ICRH
heating [16] and the AUG H-mode non-inductive discharge #32305 with only NBI heating [10] – will be studied and presented in the following. The gyrokinetic analyses are performed with GENE [17] flux-tube turbulence
simulations at the radial position where the bulk ion temperature profile steepens. The main plasma parameters
are summarized in Tab. I - they and the numerical grid
resolutions are the same as employed in Refs. [5, 10].
The only exceptions are the external E × B shearing
rate, that it is set to zero and the absence of carbon
impurities for the JET discharge #73224 to remove any
turbulence reduction not related to nonlinear electromagnetic fast ion effects. A characteristic transition marked
by a rather quick increase in the zonal flow amplitude
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TABLE I. Parameters for the JET (Carbon-Wall) L-mode discharge #73224 at ρtor = 0.33, the AUG H-mode discharge #31563
with ICRH heating at ρtor = 0.21 and the AUG H-mode non inductive discharge #32305 at ρtor = 0.4. Here, T denotes the
temperature normalized to the electron one, R/LT,n the normalized logarithmic temperature and density gradients, ŝ the
magnetic shear ŝ = (ρtor /q)(dq/dρtor ), ν ∗ the electron-ion collision frequency normalized to the trapped electron bounce
frequency, βe = 8πne Te /B02 the ratio between the thermal electron and magnetic pressure and ρ∗ = ρs /a the Larmor-to-minorradius.
JET
R/a
3.1
n3 He
0.07

L-mode
ŝ
0.52
nf D
0.06

#73224
q
1.74
T3 He /Te
6.9

AUG
R/a
3.4
n3 He
0.023

H-mode
ŝ
0.32
nf D
0

#31563
q
1.4
T3 He /Te
9.1

Ti /Te
1.2
Tf D /Te
0

R/LTi
14.1
R/LT3 He
23.9

R/LTe
8.5
R/LTf D
0

R/Lni
1.7
R/Ln3 He
1.7

AUG
R/a
3.7
n3 He
0

H-mode
ŝ
0.44
nf D
0.14

#32305
q
1.34
T3 He /Te
0

Ti /Te
0.98
Tf D /Te
7.90

R/LTi
8.09
R/LT3 He
0

R/LTe
6.73
R/LTf D
1.39

R/Lni
3.63
R/Ln3 He
0

Ti /Te
1.0
Tf D /Te
9.8

R/LTi
9.3
R/LT3 He
23.1

and a substantial turbulence reduction before entering a
long-term quasi-stationary state is observed in each of
these studies as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, a sticking
observation concerns the existence of frequency components larger than the corresponding ITG (low frequency)
ones in each of the considered scenarios, as demonstrated
by the frequency spectra of the electrostatic field component presented in Fig. 1d). These modes (associated
to high frequency components) agree
√ well with the analytic prediction ω = vth,i cs /(2qR βi ) [18] for toroidal
Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE) which are, however, absent
in linear simulations and thus nonlinearly destabilized.
Here, vth,i represents
thermal velocity
p a dimensionless
p
defined as vth,i = 2Ti /Te , cs = Te /mi the ion sound
speed and R the major radius of the device. The differences in the bulk plasma parameters (e.g. βe , Ti /Te , ν ∗ ),
energetic particle heating schemes (e.g. neutral beam injection and/or ion-cyclotron resonance heating) and magnetic configurations (e.g. q, ŝ, a, R/a) among the selected
discharges show that this phenomenology is not limited
to a single particular simulation setup but more universal. In this letter we present a detailed analysis on the
impact of these high-frequency modes on the turbulent
transport for the JET-like scenario described below.
Simulations: Setup and Results. The impact of the
fast ions on the electromagnetic nonlinear stabilization
of plasma turbulence is investigated with GENE [17]
flux-tube turbulence simulations. We analyze in detail
a JET-like scenario with deuterium, electrons and externally injected neutral beam deuterium described in
detail in Ref. [7, 19], with a reduced safety factor of

R/LTe
6.8
R/LTf D
3.2

R/Lni
0.02
R/Ln3 He
1.6

ν∗
0.038
ρ∗3 He
1/200

ρ∗i
1/450
ρ∗f D
1/150

βe (%)
0.5
R/Lnf D
0

ν∗
0.06
ρ∗3 He
1/90

ρ∗i
1/263
ρ∗f D
0

βe (%)
1.43
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4.86

ν∗
0.02
ρ∗3 He
0

ρ∗i
1/300
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1/100
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0.33
R/Lnf D
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q = 1.2. The basic finding to be explained is displayed
in Fig. 2a) where the flux surface averaged heat fluxes
– normalized to QgB = vth,i ρ2i ne Ti /R02 – are shown for
different values of the electron thermal to magnetic pressure ratio βe = 8πpe /B02 in simulations with/without
energetic particles. To better isolate the βe impact on
the fast ion related turbulence suppression, the magnetic
geometry is kept fixed to the experimental one in the
following analyses. The grid resolution in radial, binormal and parallel to the magnetic field line directions is
(x, y, z) = (192, 96, 32) points, while in the magnetic moment and parallel velocity (µ, vq ) = (20, 32) points. The
radial box size is 175ρs and the minimum ky ρs = 0.025
with thermal gyroradius ρs = (Te /mi )1/2 /Ωi . Here,
Ωi = mi c/qi B0 denotes the gyro-frequency, Ti the main
ion temperature, mi the main ion mass, qi the main ion
charge, B0 the magnetic field on axis and c is the speed
of light. The flux-tube description appears justified given
the small Larmor-to-minor-radius ratio of ρ∗i = 1/450 for
thermal ions and ρ∗f D = 1/150 for the fast deuterium
and was employed in all preceding studies on this subject [4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15]. The energetic particles are modelled with an equivalent Maxwellian distribution function. This choice is not expected to change qualitatively
the turbulence results as compared to more realistic background distribution functions. Ref. [20] considered numerical fast ion backgrounds from state-of-the-art heating codes for the same JET reference discharge #73224
as in the present manuscript. The more realistic shape
of the NBI fast ion distribution was found to be rather
insignificant compared to equivalent Maxwellian results.
Similar findings were also found in Refs. [15, 21, 22].
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FIG. 1. Nonlinear (a-c) main ion heat flux time trace (in GyroBohm units) and zonal shearing rate (magenta lines) for the
a) AUG H-mode discharge #31563, b) JET L-mode discharge #73224, c) AUG H-mode discharge #32305 and (d) kx and
z-averaged φ̄1 frequency spectra for each discharge of Tab. I at the ky ρs corresponding to the maximum of the TAE peak,
identified by analyzing the frequency spectra φ1 (ky , ω), i.e. ky ρs = 0.125 for the AUG H-mode discharge #32305, ky ρs = 0.1 for
the JET L-mode discharge #73224 and ky ρs = 0.175 for the AUG H-mode discharge #31563. For each of these discharges the
dimensionless TAE frequency reads as follows, ωT AE = 2.1 for the AUG H-mode discharge #31563, ωT AE = 2.5 for the JET
L-mode discharge #73224 and ωT AE = 1.3 for the AUG H-mode discharge #32305. The gray area denotes the experimental
values within error bars normalized to QgB = vth,i ρ2i ne Ti /R02 . To reduce the computational cost of the nonlinear AUG H-mode
#32305 and JET L-mode #73224 simulations, the heat flux output has been calculated by the GENE code only every 500 time
steps. High-frequency oscillations which occur on shorter time scales are hence not visible in this figure.
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FIG. 2. Nonlinear main ion heat flux in GyroBohm units for
a) different βe and b) time trace and zonal shearing rate at
βe = 0.012 with fast ions. The vertical black line marks the
time of the transition between phase I and II.

The presence of fast ions yields a substantial stabilization compared to electromagnetic simulations without,
e.g. 95% at βe = 0.012. Considering the heat flux time
traces of the higher βe simulations with strong transport reduction in more detail, two nonlinear phases can
usually be observed as shown in Fig. 2b). A striking observation during the first phase are high-frequency modulations of the heat fluxes in the presence of fast ions.
They can be attributed to linearly marginally stable EPdriven modes. Further analysis shows, analogously as
the results of Fig. 1d), that they lie at the center of the
toroidicity-induced gap of the SAW (shear Alfvén wave)
continuous spectrum [18,
√ 23] and exhibit the TAE frequency ω = vth,i cs /(2qR βi ) for each value of βe and become unstable at βe ∼ 0.013. Here, βe = βi Te ne /(Ti ni ).
The appropriateness of a local flux-tube description to
treat energetic particle modes was partially discussed in

Ref. [24, 25] and can be shown to be valid for the parameters under consideration by comparison with global
simulations [26]. Further signatures for the presence
of these modes are given in Fig. 3a) where a Fourier
transform has been applied to the gyroaveraged electrostatic potential φ̄1 in the first nearly-steady state time
range (phase I). Clearly, a progressive destabilization
of high-frequency components with βe can be seen (at
ky ρs = 0.1 in the plot) while no such significant difference in the electrostatic potential frequency spectra can
be observed in the absence of EP in Fig. 3b). Moreover, Fig 3a) shows a corresponding reduction of the ITG
peak (ω/[cs /a] ∼ 0.08) from about 30% for βe = 0.003
to about 85% for βe = 0.012 with respect to the electrostatic limit, as the high-frequency mode is destabilized. The presence of this mode is observed in a wide
spectral (ky ρs ) range which broadens with increasing βe .
For the case βe = 0.012, for instance, high-frequency
fluctuations are observed up to ITG relevant binormal
mode-numbers, namely 0.025 < ky ρs < 0.2 with a maximum at ky ρs = 0.15. During the first nonlinear phase,
the energy enclosed in the TAE frequency range, namely
1.3 < ω/[cs /a] < 2.5, increases from about 0% to about
30% as βe is varied from 0 to 0.012, with a reduction
in the ITG-frequency free energy content. In this phase,
the zonal flow levels seem to be hardly affected by the EP
presence such that the overall EP induced transport reduction remains moderate. At the beginning of a second
phase, however, a significant increase in zonal component of the potential is observed. It eventually reaches
a new quasi-stationary state with substantially reduced
ion-scale turbulence transport, which is not subject to
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FIG. 3. Frequency spectra of φ̄1 - averaged over kx ρs and
z - for different βe at ky ρs = 0.1 for simulations a) with
b) without fast ions in the time range [50 − 340]a/cs . The
plots share the same legend. The ITG-frequency peaks at
ω/[cs /a] ∼ 0.08, while the
√ TAE frequency follows the relation
ω/[cs /a] = vth,i /(2qR0 βi ) for each value of βe . Here βi =
βe Ti ni /(Te ne ).

long-time secular [27, 28] zonal flow evolution. The statistical properties of the heat flux, such as skewness and
kurtosis, do not deviate from the gaussian ones. It is
remarked that the magnitude of the heat flux during
this phase depends on the simulation physical parameters
and does not imply necessarily proximity to marginality,
while the nonlinear coupling to a marginally stable highfrequency mode remains an ubiquitous observation in all
these scenarios.
Nonlinear energy-transfer analysis. In order to understand the phenomenology described above, the energy
transfers are studied more closely, e.g., by monitoring the
nonlinear mode-to-mode coupling term in the free energy
balance equation [29–31]
(Z
X k0 ,k00
X
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k
with hk1,s = f1,s
+ qs φ̄k1 F0,s /Ts . Here, s denotes the
plasma species with density ns , temperature Ts , and
charge qs . Furthermore, F0,s represents the Maxwellian
background, and g1,s = f1,s +qs vth,s vq F0,s Ā1,q /Ts a modified distribution with the perturbed distribution
funcp
2Ts /ms , the
tion f1,s , the thermal velocity vth,s =
gyroaveraged parallel component of the vector potential
Ā1,q and the field ξ¯1,s = φ̄1 − vth,s vq Ā1,q . The symbol
0 00
Tkk ,k represents the nonlinear energy transfer between
the modes k, k 0 and k 00 . It is a cubic function of g1,k
and it can be expressed as a triadic nonlinear coupling
between the modes k, k 0 and k 00 . Since the coupling condition k + k 0 + k 00 = 0 is satisfied, the triad transfer is
0 00
00 0
a symmetric function of k 0 and k 00 , i.e. Tkk ,k = Tkk ,k , .

FIG. 4. Nonlinear transfer at βe = 0.012 - averaged over kx ρs
and z - a) in ky ρs and in the time domain [100 − 400]a/cs and
b) its frequency spectra. Positive/negative values in the left
plot indicate that the given wave-vector is receiving/losing
energy through nonlinear coupling.

Fig. 4a) shows the time evolution of the nonlinear modeto-mode coupling term Nky (t) in the first nonlinear
phase, summed over all radial wave-numbers for the simulation at βe = 0.012. A significant energy transfer is
observed from the ITG-relevant binormal wave-vectors
0.2 < ky ρs < 0.45 (which supply a large amount of
free energy) to larger scales 0 < ky ρs < 0.175 (which
absorb the free energy and channel it to zonal components). Negative (respectively positive) values of Nky
mean that a given spectral component is giving (respectively receiving) energy through the nonlinear coupling.
Although its structure is not affected by the amplitude of
the magnetic fluctuations, the nonlinear energy exchange
rate N (ω) significantly increases with βe . By performing a Fourier decomposition in time of N for each ky ρs ,
fast oscillations are observed in Fig. 4b) for the binormal wave vector range 0.025 < ky ρs < 0.2 at the specific
TAE mode frequency. The mode-to-mode coupling term
transfers energy from ITG- to TAE-scales and is strongly
enhanced by βe . These results are consistent with the frequency peaking of the electrostatic potential of Fig. 3a).
It was noted previously that linear energy balance
analyses at ky ρs = 0.1 show that the EP-driven mode
is linearly stable for βe < 0.013, being suppressed by
Landau damping mechanisms. However, as βe increases,
the curvature term contribution to the linear instability increases significantly, with a reduction of the linear damping from γT AE = −0.124cs /a at βe = 0.003 to
γT AE = −0.005cs /a at βe = 0.012. As this mode becomes closer to the marginal stability, more and more
energy is exchanged nonlinearly with the dominant ionscale turbulence through mode-to-mode coupling. The
interplay between nonlinear drive and damping of the
EP-driven mode can be studied in detail by investigating
the field component of the free energy balance [32]
(Z
)
k
k
X
∂Ew
k,∗ ∂g1,s
=
<e
dzdvq dµπB0 ns qs φ̄1
. (2)
∂t
∂t
s
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FIG. 5. Time trace of the field component of the curvature
term in the free energy balance for a) thermal deuterium and
b) NBI - averaged over kx ρs and z - for different ky ρs at
βe = 0.012. Positive/negative values indicate a destabilizing/stabilising contribution to the overall drive at the given
wave number. The black lines mark the time of the transition
between phase I and II.

This analysis is reduced to the study of the curvature
term - usually destabilizing - and parallel advection related to Landau damping mechanisms. Fig. 5 reveals that, during the first phase, significant energy is
transferred from the main deuterium to the EP curvature term, which reaches amplitudes similar to the thermal species. This interaction, identified by the oscillatory pattern of Fig. 5, occurs at the TAE scale, namely
ky ρs ∼ 0.15 and is modulated at the TAE frequency.
Moreover, Fig. 5 shows that EPs provide the dominant
contribution to the high-frequency mode, consistently
with the lack of turbulence stabilization observed in their
absence in Fig 2a). These results explain the progressive
stabilization observed in the first phases of the nonlinear
simulations with βe . In correspondence with the second
nonlinear phase, the amplitude of the main deuterium
curvature term decreases significantly with non-negligible
EP contributions. The latter, however, sustained only
through nonlinear coupling with ITG-scales, drops at a
later time - t ∼ 430a/cs - as well, as a consequence of the
lack of cross-scale transferred energy.
0

00

The ”triad” coupling function Tkk ,k , defined in Eq. 1,
is employed to investigate in detail the difference in the
nonlinear interaction between EP-driven TAE and ZF in
the two phases of the nonlinear simulations with energetic
particles. Fig. 6 shows the triad wave-number spectra,
normalized to the main ion heat flux, averaged over the
time domains of the two phases for (kx , ky ) ρs = (0.04, 0),
i.e. for transfer to the zonal component. No significant difference is found if the radial wave-number kx is
changed. In the first phase, the selected triplet is interacting mainly with the binormal mode numbers in the
range 0.2 < ky ρs < 0.4, as can be seen in Fig. 6a). At this
scale, the ITG-drive peaks and the time-averaged EPdriven mode contribution is negligible, as confirmed by
the frequency decomposition of the time trace of the over-

FIG. 6. Triad energy transfer to the zonal component normalized to the main deuterium heat flux as function of (ω, ky )
deep in the a) first (t = 165 − 245 a/cs ) and b) second phase
(t = 470 − 550 a/cs ). The black line denotes the dominant
TAE scale ky ρs = 0.15. Positive/negative values indicate that
a given wave-vector is receiving/losing energy through nonlinear coupling with the resonant modes. Note the difference
in the colorbar, i.e. in the amplitudes in the two phases.

all triplet. In the first nonlinear phase, the TAE mode is
not interacting significantly with zonal modes. However,
as the energy is nonlinearly transferred from ITG to TAE
scales, the amplitude of the EP-driven modes increases
significantly and ZFs are more and more affected by the
presence of these modes. In the second nonlinear phase,
the whole energy transfer to the specific triplet occurs
through the wave-vector ky ρs = 0.15, where the TAE
mode is dominant and it overcomes the thermal ITG contribution. The energy exchange increases by a factor of
∼ 30. The TAE mode therefore acts as an additional mediator of plasma turbulence, catalyzing energy transfer to
zonal modes, strongly affecting the standard paradigm
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of ZF/ion-scale-turbulence interaction [29, 33]. It should
be mentioned at this point that experimental signatures
of the nonlinear coupling between ion-scale turbulence
and high-frequency Alfvénic instabilities has also been
recently observed at HL-2A in a strong NBI heated discharge [34]. The physical mechanism described in this
letter may very well open ways for new physical interpretations of more general turbulent systems well beyond
the scenarios which involve energetic ions and magnetically confined plasmas [35–39]. In particular, similar
nonlinear effects might be observed each time subdominant modes approach the marginal stability threshold
and are allowed to couple with both the dominant instabilities and the stable modes acting as main saturation
players. Particularly strong nonlinear reductions have,
e.g., also been found in the absence of energetic ions in
transitions from trapped-electron to ITG modes [40] and
are an obvious subject for further investigations along
these lines.
Conclusions. The intriguing and particular strong
transport reduction in the presence of fast ions observed
in several scenarios could - for the first time - be explained
by their ability to trigger marginally stable modes which
are nonlinearly excited and act as a catalyst for the main
turbulence saturation mechanisms. These findings are
not restricted only to TAEs and similar results could be
observed each time the linear excitation threshold of subdominant modes (e.g. BAE, KBM, EPM) is approached.
While already being highly relevant to plasma physics
with strong heating, this study may furthermore motivate deliberate ”design” of marginally stable modes in
order to exploit their capability as mediators boosting
nonlinear saturation mechanisms such as zonal flows.
In the case discussed in this paper – a strongly NBIheated JET discharge with fast ion related temperature
profile steepening – a two-phase process could be observed in nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations and analyzed
with new spectral analyses techniques. The fast ions
provide linearly marginally stable TAE modes which are
nonlinearly excited by an energy redistribution from ITG
to TAE spatio-temporal scales. As a result, lower transport levels corresponding to the net reduction of the ITG
drive can be observed. If sufficiently populated, the fast
ion modes furthermore start to increasingly affect the
ZF levels which marks a second phase in the simulations.
During this phase, the energy being nonlinearly transferred to zonal modes undergoes a substantial increase in
magnitude and is modulated at the TAE frequency. The
increase in ZF levels directly impacts the ion-scale turbulence, strongly suppressing heat/particle fluxes. This in
turns lowers the nonlinear drive of the EP modes. The
system finally finds an equilibrium at a much reduced
transport level. This mechanism with possibly high relevance to future plasma performance predictions is not
restricted to a specific scenario, but could also be iden-

tified in different JET and ASDEX Upgrade discharges
with strong heating and moreover seems to be consistent
with recent experimental and analytic studies [34, 41].
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